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Despite their relative universality, nonverbal displays of

emotion are often sources of cross-cultural

misunderstandings. The present article considers the

relevance of historical and present socio-ecological contexts,

such as heterogeneity of long-history migration, pathogen

prevalence, and residential mobility for cross-cultural variation

in emotional expression. We review recent evidence linking

these constructs to psychological processes and discuss how

the findings are relevant to the nonverbal communication of

emotion. We hold that socioecological variables, because of

their specificity and tractability, provide a promising framework

for explaining why different cultures developed varying modes

of emotional expression.
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Consider the smile. Despite its considerable universality

[1], the intensity and frequencies of smiles vary across

cultures [2]. For example, Tsai and colleagues [3] com-

pared the size of smiles displayed by American and

Chinese government leaders, chief-executive-officers,

and university presidents in official photos. American

leaders tended to display more ‘excited’ or intense smiles

than Chinese leaders, who displayed calmer smiles.

These findings and findings of follow-up studies are

consistent with self-reported display rules and norms

for valued emotional states in Asian versus North Ameri-

can cultures. And Szarota [4] demonstrated that smiles are

less frequent in the social media use of Eastern versus

Western Europeans. Similarity and difference in the

intensity and frequency of other types of expression of

emotion can also be seen across culture.
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In this article, we consider the dimensions of culture that

are perhaps most potent influences on emotional expres-

sion. We place particular emphasis on present and histor-

ical socio-ecological contexts, and illustrate their rele-

vance using as a case study our own research on

heterogeneity of long-history migration and emotion

expressivity. The current state of the literature indicates

that cross-cultural emotion research will progress by

identifying the unique pressures different socio-ecologi-

cal forces place on people, producing distinct cultures of

emotion expression.

The signal and the noise: cultural similarities
and differences in emotion expression
While the recognition of some expressions of emotion

occurs at rates superior to chance across cultures [5], and

there is evidence that facial expressions in particular

continue to serve functions for which they may have

evolved (see [6] for review, also [7,8]), there are also

cross-cultural differences in the recognition of emotion

from nonverbal displays [9,10], especially the recognition

of posed facial expressions [11,12]. Some of these differ-

ences concern emotions with less clearly defined expres-

sions. For example, recognizing love from patterns of

bodily movement was found to be below chance in a

remote Khmer culture [13]. However, even the expres-

sion of discrete, perhaps basic, emotions such as fear may

also give rise to misunderstandings. In a recent study,

observers from Papua New Guinea interpreted the

expression of fear as an anger display [14]. Findings

initially supporting recognition of basic emotions from

nonverbal vocalizations in a remote African culture [15]

stimulated replications showing the opposite [16] and

started heated discussion [17,18].

Researchers continue to debate if and how many under-

lying categories of facial expression exist [19], as well as

the best way to test hypotheses of universality [20]. Much

of this debate appears to stem from the field’s inability to

settle on an operational definition for emotion, as well as

different researchers’ preferences to place great weight on

signal versus noise in the production and recognition of

facial expression of emotion across culture. Setting this

debate aside, we begin with the assumption that some

aspects of facial expression serve the same social function

across the human species, but that culture and learning

influence these innate/universal behaviors to make them

maximally functional within each social environment (see

Emotion Dialect Theory [21,22]). Cultures contribute not

only to the occurrence of emotional expression, but also to
www.sciencedirect.com
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the display rules surrounding when and how intensely

emotions are expressed [23–26]. Thus, cross-cultural dif-

ferences exist in how and when emotional expressions

occur, due to emotion dialects, culturally prescribed

emotion regulation goals, and the degree to which certain

emotions are functional within a social environment.

Until recently it has been less clear which features of

cultures and social environments give rise to variability in

emotional expression.

An overemphasis on collectivism–
individualism?
A cultural dimension that has received substantial atten-

tion in cross-cultural psychology, and in emotion research

as well, is collectivism–individualism (CI [27]). Some

researchers hold that in collectivistic societies, which

encourage the preservation of stable groups, individuals

define themselves in terms of their group membership.

With respect to emotions, collectivist values should be

related to a reluctance to display socially disruptive

emotions in the service of preserving group harmony,

and indeed a reluctance to show strong emotion at all

because such displays would increase the salience of the

individual. In individualistic societies, associated with

transient social bonds and permeable group boundaries,

in contrast, personal identity is more important than

group identity. Consistent with these proposed distinc-

tions, researchers have found that members of collectiv-

istic societies are less emotionally expressive than are

members of individualistic societies [24], and perceive

emotions in others as related to group-level rather than

individual-level experience [28].

While the construct of CI provides insights into sources of

cross-cultural variation in emotional expression, it proves

not without problems [29,30��]. First, it is unclear whether

the measurement of individual-level CI in large national

surveys or questionnaires relates to actual societal phe-

nomena [31,32]. On the other hand, subjective judgments

of country-level CI offered by individual researchers (e.g.

[33]) lack empirical basis and clear scoring criteria. Coun-

try-level CI scores have been shown to contradict averaged

individual-level scores [34�], and jumping between coun-

try-level and individual-level measures of CI (or, relatedly,

independence-interdependence) risks committing the

ecological fallacy [35]. Furthermore, much cross-cultural

work focuses on comparison between Europeans/

European-Americans and East Asians, neglecting the rest

of the globe and glossing over differences within East

Asian and Western nations and cultures. By attending

primarily to the East versus West comparison, this work

can only say that there are differences, but not why those

differences exist [30��,36].

Through the lens of social ecology
Emotional expression would not exist if it did not serve a

function, and to the extent that cultural differences exist,
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people’s use of emotion expressions must be in response

to pressures in their social worlds. Investigating past and

present socioecological contexts may help explain

the observed cultural variability in expression. Socioeco-

logical variables describe specific, quantifiable phenom-

ena occurring in a specific country or geographical region,

making them more tractable than abstract constructs

like CI.

The root causes of abstract cultural dimensions such as CI

likely involve a degree of chaos and randomness, but at

least some variability on these dimensions can be attrib-

uted to socioecological factors [37�,38,39]. For example,

country-level GDP correlates with levels of CI [40].

Residential mobility, defined as the frequency with which

people change their residence, predicts independent

versus interdependent self-construals [41]. Kitayama

and colleagues [39] showed that a history of settlement

in potentially dangerous, wild, and promising frontier

regions can favor the development of independent, versus

interdependent, selves, which is likely to be associated

with different emotion processing styles.

When studying geographic, economic, and societal con-

texts, one can investigate their present form or examine

the historical constructs. While the current environments

influence behavior and emotional expression in real time,

accounting for historical circumstances can provide

insights into initial pressures on emotional expressions

that shaped a given society and exerted its influence over

the history through norms and institutions [32]. Initial

cultural adaptations to specific socioecological pressures

can, over centuries, lead to dramatic differences between

present emotion cultures, pushing them to different

equilibriums [42]. As an example, in Chinese regions

with a history of rice growing, requiring elaborate irriga-

tion systems and coordinated efforts, participants showed

higher levels of holistic thinking and collectivism than

participants from regions with a history of growing wheat,

requiring less cooperation [37�]. These cultural differ-

ences remained even when the original ecological forces

became irrelevant.

The impact of socioecological factors on emotion expres-

sion is a largely unexplored topic. One promising factor is

pathogen prevalence, a construct indexing the possible

risks of contamination through human contact. Pathogen

prevalence is correlated with CI [38], and thus indirectly

with emotional expressivity [24]. Relatively stable group

boundaries, described as one of the key elements of

collectivist societies, are a functional adaptation to the

distant past, when the contact of members of other groups

could represent a danger. Initial evidence suggests that

pathogen prevalence predicts the verbal expression of

certain avoidance-related emotion expressions: research-

ers analyzed a large corpus of American English books

and movie and television dialogs over the 20th century
Current Opinion in Psychology 2017, 17:170–175
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and observed that historical levels of pathogen prevalence

were positively correlated with the use of words related to

contempt and disdain [43�].

Long-history migration and the social
functions of smiles
We recently demonstrated the ability of a socioecological

variable to explain cross-cultural differences in both

emotion expressivity and the social functions of smiles,

over and above more common cultural constructs such as

CI. This dimension, known as historical heterogeneity, is

a historical-demographic construct that describes the

number of source countries or regions that contributed

to the present population of a given culture. Putterman

and Weil [44] provided an index of this construct for

165 countries, by describing, for each country, the num-

ber of source countries that contributed to the population

of this country over the last 500 years. Historically homo-

geneous countries, such as Japan or Norway, have

only few (or one) source countries, while heterogeneous

cultures descend from multiple countries, with United

States having as many as 83 source countries. As a

construct, historical heterogeneity is therefore conceptu-

ally related to residential mobility [41] as both increase

pressures on interacting with strangers and are likely

associated with flexible group boundaries. However,

whereas residential mobility operates in the present,

influencing ongoing behaviors, historical heterogeneity

represents an initial condition, creating specific commu-

nication pressures, encouraging specific functions of

emotions, and solidifying these patterns through institu-

tions and societal practices [42].

High historical heterogeneity indicates contexts of

extended contact between groups of people not sharing

language, norms, or societal structures — in sum, envir-

onments creating pressures to reliably communicate one’s

intentions and to clearly signal one’s trustworthiness. An

initial study relating historical heterogeneity to emotion

processes reanalyzed a set of cross-cultural data from

27 countries [24,25��] and showed that heterogeneity

explained unique variance in the individual-level norm

of open emotion expressivity, even after controlling for

other potentially relevant variables, such as GDP, popu-

lation density, tightness, or power distance. Two collec-

tivism measures [33,45] and residential mobility also

predicted expressivity, but historical heterogeneity

explained the most unique variance. The fact that two

indexes of present-day demographic heterogeneity —

namely, present migration and ethnic fractionalization

[46] — did not explain significant portions of variance

demonstrates that historical and present ecological vari-

ables may shape expressivity norms in different ways.

This finding was recently replicated in a much larger

study of actual expressive behavior [47��]. In particular,

the researchers analyzed spontaneous smiling to adver-

tisements by 866, 726 participants from 31 countries.
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While smiling was positively associated with individual-

ism and negatively associated with population density,

only historical heterogeneity explained significant unique

variance in smiling. Indeed, the standardized regression

coefficient was .52. Thus, holding all other variables

constant, members of heterogeneous societies with twice

the heterogeneity of another country smiled 1% more to a

given stimulus.

In subsequent studies, we also explained how historical

heterogeneity relates to different social functions of

smiling in nine countries that spanned the continuum

of historical heterogeneity [25��,48]. Smiles, typically

described in the literature as a function of their authen-

ticity (or lack of thereof [49]), have recently been

subjected to a social-functional analysis [48]. In the

social-functional view, different smiles can solve the

basic tasks of social living, including rewarding self

and other (reward smiles), cueing non-threat (affiliative

smiles), and negotiating social hierarchies (dominance

smiles). The conditions under which smiling occurred in

the nine countries formed three factors, corresponding to

the social-functional categories of reward, affiliation, and

dominance [48].

A cluster analysis applied to the data further showed that

respondents could be grouped into two categories, best

predicted by their country’s historical heterogeneity

[25��]. Members of the ‘homogeneous’ group, mostly

composed of Japanese, Indonesian, French, Indian, and

German respondents, tended to endorse conditions indic-

ative of affiliative smiles less and dominance smiles

more than members of the ‘heterogeneous’ group, mostly

comprising Americans, New Zealanders, Israeli, and

Canadians. Again, the effect persisted after controlling

for other relevant variables, confirming the potential

of historical heterogeneity in predicting cross-cultural

variability in smiling. The fact that homogeneous coun-

tries endorse affiliative smiles to a lesser extent than did

homogeneous countries may at least partly explain the

finding that in certain countries, such as France [50] or

Poland [4], excessive smiling is treated with distrust and

interpreted as a lack of sincerity or an abundance of

stupidity [51,52]. It is possible that in such societies

smiles function primarily to communicate joy or manipu-

lation and control. A smile expressed as a signal of trust

and affiliation may therefore be misinterpreted as false

and dishonest.

We also reanalyzed data from a meta-analysis on in-group

bias in emotion recognition accuracy [53], and demon-

strated that the historical heterogeneity scores of an

expresser predict how well people from other cultures

recognize an expression [54��]. This provided initial

behavioral evidence that country-level historical hetero-

geneity creates initial conditions encouraging clear com-

munication of one’s feelings.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Conclusions and future directions
While the studies described above suggest the potential

of present and historical environments for explaining

psychological processes and emotions across cultures,

they are just an initial step in the triangulation of the

sources of this variability. Techniques such as reverse

correlation [55�,56] will provide insight into how respon-

dents from different socioecological niches mentally rep-

resent emotion expressions. Avatars and robots allow a

precise control of facial and bodily displays and a growing

evidence documents their utility for cross-cultural

research (e.g. [57]).

Investigating past and present ecological contexts also

creates unique opportunities for interdisciplinary

research between historians, economists, social scientists,

and psychologists. Studies reviewed in this article provide

mostly correlational evidence of links between socioeco-

logical contexts, cultural variables, and emotion proces-

sing. Future research will need to investigate processes

through which this influence operates. What exactly

makes highly mobile, heterogeneous societies more

expressive? How do people from countries with high

versus low history of pathogen prevalence process and

imitate expressions of emotion displayed by strangers?

How would mental representations or facial mimicry of

ingroup or outgroup members differ for people from

countries with wheat versus rice culture history? The

investigation of historical contexts as predictors of emo-

tional expressions may require collaborations between

historians and psychologists. First, the very definition

of these variables can be problematic, as data on historical

ecology or population statistics are often scarce [58].

Hence the necessity of using multiple indexes and

regions for these measurements, given the potential

within-country variability. While the two studies from

our lab described above used the same measure of het-

erogeneity [44], future studies will also investigate his-

torical heterogeneity within the United States using

census data.

Finally, while it is impossible to directly assess the impact

of distal variables on the ways people process emotion

today, such effects can be at least approximated by

experimental manipulations of contexts associated with

specific emotional responses. This may not allow the

assessment of the transition from the initial conditions

to todays’ equilibrium, but could provide insights into

how socioecological contexts encourage emotional

expression. The effects of historical and present hetero-

geneity can also be studied in contexts involving the

necessity to cooperate and build new, emerging hierar-

chies in absence of traditional social norms. In sum, we

hope a systematic exploration of socioecological variables

will help to transcend binary distinctions between East

and West, provide better insights into how the lenses of

cultural contexts change the way we feel and express
www.sciencedirect.com 
emotion, and, eventually, move closer to the ‘slow science

of the cultural difference’ [36].
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